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The Hansen atmospheric model has been used to com-
pute five monthly forecasts (October 1976 through Febru-
ary 1977), each being initialized on the first day of
the month.	 Each monthly forecast is ' time-averaged over
the month and compared with the averaged monthly observed
,Talues.	 The comparison is based on an energetics analy-
sis, meridional and vertical profiles, error statistid.a.
and prognostic and observed mean maps.
^ The monthly mean model simulations suffer from,L
several defects. 	 Tropospheric temperatures are too cold,
r:
especially in the Arctic.	 The-thermal pattern over North
`
4
Ainerica during this anomalous winter is not reproduced
adequately.	 Amplitudes of tropospheric wave patterns
are too flat in the simulations compared with the real
atmosphere.	 There is, in general, no skill in the simu-
lation of the monthly mean sea-level pressure field, <Lnd
only marginal skill is indicated for the 850 mb tempera-
tures and 500 mb heights.	 The coarse-mesh model appears
to generate a less satisfactory monthly mean simulation





General circulation models have been employed suc-
cessfully to simulate numerically various climatological
features of the global atmosphere.	 Attempts have also ,j
been made to utilize these models for long-range weather
prediction and to test hypotheses about the causes of
anomalous atmospheric behavior.	 The present study is a
continuation of this research effort, using data for the
winter season of 1976 -1977.
The Goddard Institute for Space Studies (GISS)
General Circulation Model (GCM) is a nine-level, four
degree by five degree latitude-longitude spherical coor-
=f	4
dinate (46 by 72), primitive equation numerical model. kai
It uses Arakawa t s (1972) numerical method and a varia-w	 ;,
tion of Phillips (1957) "sigma" vertical coordinate,
with the atmosphere divided into nine layers between
the surface and a top at 10 mb. 	 It is integrated in
five-minute time steps, and a global 24-hour forecast
requires roughly 45 minutes of IBM 360/95 computer time.
A description of the GISS model has been presented by
Somerville, et al. (1974).
^ g	 R
The GISS GCM has been used to compute several global
monthly mean forecasts (Spar, et al., 1976; Spar, 1977 a;
Spar, et al., 1978; and Spar and Lutz, 1978).	 There are
various reasons Why a monthly mean forecast is desirable
it
2
for analysis. It has been proposed by Namias (1953)
that certain large-scale atmospheric anomalies may last
longer than a month, and it is hypothesized that, through
time averaging, the shorter-lived and smaller-scale com-
ponents of the atmosphere will be filtered out. It is
also hoped that the effects of phase error will be dimin-
ished somewhat in a monthly mean forecast. In the study
of Spar, et al. (1976), January forecasts were computed
for 1973, 1974, and 1975, all using the same January
climatological sea-surface temperature field. The general
structure and circulation of the mean troposphere was
adequately simulated, but the interannual variations of
the mean energetics and zonally averaged circulation were
not accounted for satisfactorily. It was concluded that
the GISS model was not capable of adequately reproducing
the interannual variations of the monthly mean state of
the atmosphere, given only different initial conditions
at the beginning of each month. The model was found to
lack skill in reproducing the sea-level pressure field,
except for one successful simulation of the observed
interannual change in the depth of the mean January
Icelandic low. However, the model did exhibit consistent
skill in forecasting the monthly mean 500 mb height.





In this study, we have utilized the "Hansen"' GCM,
a revised version of the GISS model. hike the GISS model,
it is a nine-level, spherical coordinate, primitive equa-
tion numerical model, which differs principally in the
resolution and physics used. The Hansen model was de-
veloped for use in long-term climatological simulations
and i therefore, uses a coarser grid than the GISS model.
This is an; approximately eight degree by ten degree
latitude-longitude grid, which corresponds to 24 by 36
grid points. To compensate for the greater distance be-
tween grid points, the specified surface condition for
I
i each, grid point represents appropriate fractions of land
and ocean. The radiation scheme of the GISS model has
been replaced by a generalized "K-distribution method,"
(hacis and Hansen, 1974), which explicitly includes mul
tiple.scattering and implicitly integrates over wave-
lengths. The Hansen model also treats clouds of finite
optical thickness as non-block bodies, in place of the
black body assumption of the GISS model. One result of
these (and other) changes is that a 24-hour forecast
takes approximately eight minutes with the Hansen model,
as opposed to 45 minutes with the GISS model on,the Iii
160j95 computer.
The new model was developed by a research group unde r
the direction of Dr. James Hansen. A description and
documentation of the "Hansen" model is in preparation,








The prevent study represents s teat cat the coarse-
mesh Rmisen model at one etna e of the model's continuing
4evolopctment, in terms of its ability to simulate tlie
monthly mean state of the stcuo,,q)- sere froml given initial









All observational data for the monthly forecast
computations were compiled from National Meteorological
Centex (N14C) global lnalyoes. These values are derived
^ t^)"oi the Flattery spherical harmonic global analysis
.^ema,. Additional data tapes were supplied by the
Nat`i^rial Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR). The
NM,C global sets provide the data on Constant pressure
surfaces on a 2.5 degree by 2.5 degree latitude-
	 a
longitude grid for both hemispheres. These are inter-
polated horizontally to the approximately ei^Iit degree
	
w
by ten degree Iiansen GGA] grid and verticzl;ly to the
models r+ sigma" coordinate levels for insertion into
the model. No balancing, filtering, smoothing or other









In previous monthly forecast experiments, the monthly
mean observed conditions overNorth America were not too
different from the climatological values. It was thought
that an interesting test of the model would be an anoma-
lous set of meteorological conditions to determine if
the model can generate realistic departures from clima-
tology. The cold North 1unerican winter of 1976-1977 was
chosen as such a test period.
The model was initialized using N14C data at 00 GMT
on the first day of each month. Climatological SST
values for each month were used as fixed surface boundary
conditions. The 12-hourly outputs of the five monthly
forecasts were then time-averaged to obtain five monthly
mean forecasts. -The model generates forecasts on "sigma"
surfaces and, therefore t an interpolation routine was
used to convert 11sigma ll level forecast information back
to constant pressure surfaces after time-averaging. The
NMQ data, also recorded at 12-hourly intervals, uas simi-
larly averaged to obtain monthly mean observed conditions.
The evaluation of the experiment is based. on several
methods of analysis;
Energetics: The energetics of the predicted , and ob-






Meridional and Vertical Profiles:
	 Forecast and ob-
served meridional profiles of the vertically-averaged
mean zonal circulation for each month are compared, as
are selected vertical profiles of mean zonal wind.
Pr000stic and Observed Mean Maps: 	 To illustrate the
synoptic output of the model, computer digitized maps of
forecast and observed monthly mean values are shown.
	 The
fields compared are those of sea-level pressure, 850'mb
temperature and 500 mb geopotential height.
s
Error Statistics:
	 The statistical analysis is based
on root-mean-square (rms) errors, S1 (gradient) skill 4
scores (Teweles and Wobus, 1954), and algebraic mean
errors (bias).	 The statistical analysis is applied to
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Energetics Analysis
A comparison of mean observed and forecast energies
is presented in Table 1 for each of the five months. As
in Spar, et al. (1976), Kr, and P j represent the mean
zonal kinetic and available potential energies, while
KE and PE
 are the eddy kinetic and eddy available poten-
tial'energies of the mean flow (standing waves only).
Northern hemispheric and global data are both shown, but
only the norths-rn hemispheric energetics will be dis-
cussed in any detail, as the southern hemisphere's ob-
served and forecas-c fields are at times ques'.ionable
and/or unreliable. The eddy energies presented here
should not be compared with previous calculations by
Spar, et al. (1976), as they do not include the energies
of the transient eddies, but represent only the energies
of the standing eddies in the monthly mean flow.
As shown in Table 1, K  and PE are consistently
underestimated by,the model. Part of this underestimate
may be explained by the coarse resolution of the model
(Tenenbaum, 1976), although there may be more basic dyna-
mical reasons as well. On the other hand, PM and KM arei
consistently overpredicted. PM and KM
 are strongly de-
pondent on the meridional temperature gradients, which
:;re overestimated because of the model's generation of
extremely low temperatures at high latitudes. This
9
YJiY.AW MN>lPoMla	 efa!"'nc'	 -^+r•.
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Table 1: Energetics of Me^", Monthly Observations (0)
and Forecasts -M
5	 2 -1UUJL -us: Lu Jm
KM = Mean zonal kinetic energy
KE
 = Eddy kinetic energy
Pm = Mean zonal available potential energy
Pp = Eddy available potential energy
a) NORTHEMN 11"STITSTITTERE,
Oct. 1976 Nov. 1976 Dec. 1976 Jan. 1977 Feb. 1-977
0 11% 0 P 0 Y 0 P
KDj 4.6 6.0 6.2 8.3 8.1 10.3 10.2 11.7 10.1 12.7
KE 1.7 1.1 2.9 1.2 3.0, 2.0 3.4 1.8 3.0 1.7
% 40.5 50.8 49.0 60.2 58.8 66.2 59.8 72.3 65.8 70.5
PE 1604 15.0 1S.2 15.9 18.6; 17.6 19.6 18.1 17.5 1.6.4
b) G-LOBB,
Oct. 1976 Nov. 1976 Dcc. 1976 Jan. 1977 Feb. 1977
M, ei rgy 01 0 F
Km 6.6 8.4 6.4 8.3 7.0 8.2 7.8 8.4 7.9 8.9
tE 1.7 1.2 2.1 1.1 2.0 1.4 2.2 1.3 2.0 1.3
PM 57.5 67.4 55.6 66.5 54.5 61.8 56.6 65.9 62.5 67.5








problem,.which was also present in the GISS model, is
apparently due to the inability of the model to transfer
enough sensible heat by eddies to high latitudes (Stone,
et al., 1975). In a coarse-mesh model this problem
should be even more severe. Indeed, the diagnostic cal-
culations of the Hansen model.'.do show a marked underesti-
mate of the eddy transfers of ' ;ensible heat. The pre-
dicted and observed seasonal trends of the energies are
roughly similar, and do resemble the climatological be-
havior shown by 1 1eixoto and Oort (1974). However, in
some instances the model does not accurately simulate
the month-to-month changes. For example, the observed
Y-M `reaches a maximum in January while the forecast value
peaks in February. KB is forecast to roach a maximum
in December, but the observed maximum occurs in January.
F
And in the case of PM, the observed and forecast maxima




In this sacti.on, an analysis of how well the model
®itnulAta=^ the circulation of the atmosphere is presented.
Meridional profiles of the vertically-avoraged inotuz :zonal,
i
wind and vertical proXil.co of the :zonally avea.agad mean
zonal wind. are shown in l i.gu:r •ea l and 2 respectively.
%'he vertical wind profiled in Pio-AiMe 2 are shown for the
latitude of the observed northern h.emi.ophoric jot, otrraatt,
which may Or,• may not Coincide with tho foroca t norithcx-n
howisph.cri,c jet* otro uat. Solid curveo ill 	 dia(;:r^ams
3•eprcoont the ob;,c-,-vad values wid the	 ciu.,vao .n-
dicato the :forocaot va-llt.00. ro vi't;ivc valuo i in both,
figurco dona •tte wo"" tctl.ie,o,, and negative values it dic to
eac -Orl:y winds.
The moriiclional proftleo :liown .ill Figtil'e 1 i.ndi,eato D
a rough general oi:mi.l avi°ty between Ilia observed and
Xorocao •tt venooll 1. t"Votldo of the m ean. V'O.MLI wind's, with
stronger wind; aairi tut equator ward r h.i..i; tt o:f: the u1CL%"i.ma	 °^,`
Xr.'om .fall. to wintox in tho rtex:th.Qrllz houli. p ere. tiotveve:c.-,
the mo^iol simulation :f:ai.lo to repr• c^cWoo :the obnorved wiztd
	
^l
profile ill several import;antt de'tai,l, 	 €^, such v the lati.	 ^
tildes oT the mo—xi.mn
 
in November uid Docomber, and the
magnitude of tho maximum in .l`rul tart'.
In the vorti u 1, wind arofi.lco at -the latit ido of
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Figure 1 ;feridional nrofiles of mean zonal wind m s", average
over ecs r ^	 r.	 1976, c)*Dec.1976nr.....+u_e ^	 , n	 a Oct.]. 75, b).Tov. 
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of the wind profile is well-simulated each month. How-
ever, in every month but October,the tropospheric'wind
speeds are underestimated in the model simulation, as is
the jet stream velocity. The discrepancy is particularly
large in January 1977, when the observed westerlies were 	 i
unusually strong and the model predicted only normal
westerlies. This result is the reverse of that reported
by Spar, et al. (1976) cuid Spar (1977 a) for the CU SS-
modeldel simulations of Rtnuccry 1973, 1974, and 1975. In
those calculations the model overpt edic Led the strength
of the ;jet-latitude westerlies.. The difference may be'
r







Prognostic and Observed Monthly Mean Traps
The characteristics of the anomalous cold winter of
1976-1977 began to appear over North America during the
latter half of September (Taubensee, 1976) in the form
of a deep tropospheric trough near the east coast of
	 j
North America and a strong ridge in the west. As a re-
sult of this upper air flow pattern, which persisted j
through January, record low temperatures developed over
the eastern United States, while temperatures were ab-
normally warm in the west (Wagner, 1977 a; Dickson,
r.
t
1977 a; Taubensee, 1977; Wagner, 1977 b). Ia January
,the wave pattern amplified still further (Wagner, 1977 b),
leading to repeated advection of Arctic air southward
into the eastern United States, where surface tempera-
tures fell far below normal., notably in the Ohio Valley,
producing one of the coldest months on record.
February brought about a modification and eventually
a brealcdovai of this anomalous situation (Dickson, 1977 b).
f
The mean ridge over the Pacific Northwest moved eastw.nxd	 I
1
and the wave pattern flattened. Particularly during the
	 {
last week in rebruary, the mid-tropospheric circulation
over North America changed abruptly. The large-c-uuplitude
wave pattern, which had dominated the winter season,
broke down and gave way to fast westerlies with fast
moving storm systems traveling across the country. With
16
.^ -
westerly flow now dominant, _warm air spread quickly across
the country and temperatures rose above normal in the
eastern United States.
How well the model simulation reproduced the anomalous
circulation and temperature fields during the winter of
1976-1977 will now be examined. To display the synoptic
output of the model, digitized monthly mean maps were
printed out for both forecast and observed values over
the glare, as well as separately for the four quadrants
of the earth. The three variables displayed are sea-
level pressure, 850 mb temperature and 500 mb geopoten-
•tial height, which are plotted in units of mb - 1000,
degrees Celsius and doeameters - 500, respectively. For
the purposes of the present paper, only one quadrant is
shown: the western half of the northern hemisphere.
Figures 3, 4, and 5 illustrate the fields of observed
(top) and predicted (bottom) see.-level pressure, 850 mb
temperature, and 500 mb height, respectively, for each
of the five months over this northwest g.uadrant.
In Figures 3. 4, and 5 North America lies in the
center of the region, with the North Atlantic Ocean in
the rilit-hand third of the	 A the eastern North
Pacific Ocean on the left. Lon-i.tudes are labeled at
the bottom of each map, which extend. from 100 W on the






west longitude.	 The latitudes of the grid points Are
ethown in the sejond column on the right of each map in
degrees North.	 (Note that the latitude interval is ap-
proximately, but not exactly, eig23t dez ;roes.)	 The first
column on tho right of each map show, 'the y zonal mecui
value of the veariable di played within tho giiadra3Yt.
In Figure 3. soa-levol isobars have bean dra.lvni
t
manually at aii interval of 4 nib.
	 It is app2rent from
tui inspection of the inaps in Figllrc 3 that the model
fails to simulate adequately the montlil.y maali sea-level
re:3331a'Ll fields.	 Al,t;holl Ih the Icelcruidic and Alcutian
lows, as well as the sub-tropical hi.-Ii pros stare cell
over the oceans tend the North  American continciAa , high,
are all. reflectod to	 ,onie dega-ce in the niodel sinail,a-
tions, the quaii1d,tati.ve a rcemvnt between the observed
• turd. predicted niezan fields inviint be char., oteri,.-o 3, as "hoof."
Most notable are the f liltu: cs to simulate the abnormally
dlpe p Aloution lows in Jtla'lllary cruid Feba,xi,-Lry,
 ccuid the
trorlg pa e8;ux•e ;z•.ldi.eits in the North Atl;uitic in Octa-
bar, November, J4uiu;try altd Febrlllry, c fused by the in-
odequato sin,lll; t.ion of the? Icelandic :Low; :u d. A-zores=
3krnnuda hij;h . 	 In geiloa..0., the model-gencrat;od monthly
mem sea-Level pressures ,.:we too high in high latitudes
raid too law in low latitudes.
a
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dr ' the predicted temperatures are generally too low, espe-
cially in high latitudes.	 The cold Arctic may be due to
the inadequacy of the eddy transport of sensible heat, a
t problem that is also present in the CISS model (Stone,
1
et al.., 1975).. However, the present model simulation
is; too cold in the tropics as well, which suggests some
other defect in the model.	 7.'Ile dominant characteristic
It
of the -temperature field over the northwest quadrant from
Oi,tobcr through Febrilary bras the large contrast between
.the high temperatures over the west coast of North
•' America (e.g., 120 0 W) and the low temperatures in the
r i
cast (e.g., Bo o VI), which became most pronouun;ccd in De-
cember :uzd January and began to ameliorate in Fcbrtiary.
` The model does simulate sonic aspects of this cold wave
in the east, notably in November.
	 However, the December
and January simulations are less satisfactory,, and in
February, when the cold in the east had abated somewhat,
the modelP redicted the most severe conditions.
To illustrate the thermal behavior of the model,
i '.Fable 2 lists the observed and predicted deviations of
i 850 nib temperatures from the climatological normals at
five selected grid points in the United States.
	
The
normal values are interpolated from Crutcher and Meserve
a
I
The-850 mb isotherms in Figure 4 are drawn manually
for an interval of 50 C. It is immediately apparent that
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(1970). The grid points are located in the "Northeast"
(430 N, £300 W), "Southeast" (35 0 N, £300 W), "Midwest"
(430` N, 900 W), "Northern California" (430 N, 1200 tl),
and "Southern California" (35 0 N, 120 0 W). While the
model depicts large negative deviations from normal, it
fails to simulate the phase opposition between the cold
ease, and w,-wm west, and in February it grossly exaggerates
the cold anomaly in the east.
The observed and predicted 500 nib heights, -together
with manually-drai•m 100 in contours, are displayed in
Figure 5. The observed fields show the persistent sta-
tionary wave pattern (western ridge, eastern trough) men -
tioned earlier. The positions of the ridge and trough
over North America Lire reasonably well-simulated in the
prognostic maps. However, the amplitudes of the mean
monthly waves, especially in November, December, and
January, are not adequately reproduced., and the predicted
flow ii ,; -those month, is much more zonal than the, observed.
The February 500 mb simulation is much closer -to the ob-
oerved field over North America. In all five months the
predicted 500 nib heights are generally too low compared
with the observed values, which is consistent with the
fact that the troposphere is too cold in the model simu-
lation.
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The statistical analysis is based on the computation
of root-me.-ui-square (rms) errors and S1 skill scores for
each month, applied to the thrce variables sea-level
Pressures, 050 mb temperature and 500 mb geopotential
heights. The S1 shill score (Teweles and Wobus, 1954)
is a conventional measure of the difference between the
predicted and observed hori:.;ontal gradients. It is di-
Pensionless, and has a possible range from ^,oro, for a
perfect siIllul^ition, to 200, which is the liatiiriurn end
represents no corres ondLncc at all between the :fields.
It is generally ;agreed (based-on exporionce at 11140) that
a score of 20 indicates practically a perfect forecast
and a score of 70 . or Greater represents a worthless
forecast. The algebraic mean differences be-tween fore-
casts mid observation:, (forecast - observed) ate also
prescn-tcd in the table of statistics below.
RL,ror statistics are shown for seven rcg .ons :
(1) United States (27 0 N 'to 510 N aid 130 0
 1.1 'to 70 0 1t);
(2) Last Pacific mid United. States (270 N 'to 51 0
 N and
ISO  11 to '110 0 11); (3) North ?America (27 0 N to 740 N and











to 4.00 B); (a) Tropics ( 20 0 N -to 200
 S over all longi-	 t
A
tudcs) ; (G) SIortlicrn ' hcrii pl cr. c (4. 0
 N to 02 0 N over all
longitudes); (7) Globe (52 0 S to 82 0 N carer all longitudes).
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Table 3, which presents the algebraic memi errors
(farceast - observed) of the simulations, shows qu-mitita-
9
tivcl.y the bias of the model.	 Seel-level pressures are
generally imderpr edit ted, altho-ughk not Im i.ver sally.	 (As
shown earlier, in the icclandic and lllEUt an regions -the
pz'edic'ted pressures aa*.c generally -too high.	 However, 131 {




tropic: l anticyclones, the model underpl:ed its the Ares-
over 'the northern heiilisphore ^tlic av`cra ;e bias
!. fo-.-,	 th e five months is - 2. 1 mb.	 The 8,1'rQ hill data illdi-° 1
C`cl'tC' 'Lh' t the model	 are too _ Im., evcx'ywIicl; Q,
incl.11ti:i.a1,1ze tropiQ3.	 u1G coldi"Ic over the na^•t^ic^:cn
1101111splloxe is - 3.5 0 C forthe f:iAr c-month period.	 At
the 500 mb - l,evel , the lycodie ,t od g o otoll-t i"ll hei rl-t;t arc
con, is tant-l^ -too low over all rc^;xon.^, With^^^ ,.ve.Lt.;;^^
bia ,., oX - 93 in fox, the rive-111011th period Qv e	 tho 3iorthcrn. ,,




consistCcnt with 'the 650 lnb 'tompo-L-,1.tur e b is .
t
The rips orrors and S'1 skill  icores Xor the _fives
Monthly mean simulations, are shca m in Table it. 	 Thom. #	 i
ippear to be no systematic a:l,lfmcnccs in the eTrors f.t oili
month to month and xio :seasonal tr ends .	 wiln, re and -t,,o
xe,v, ,—1 Clifferez ll-co's, the rms errors,are =smallest i ll,
i
thG	 Over the northorn hemispgi.ere, file avC4t'c: ,e ,
Y
rms errors for 'the: five--month period axe 6. 7 mb, 5 .4	 0
^	 ^	 a
Table 5:, Alaebraic I-lean Difference (Bias) between
i
Monthly Mean Forecast and Observcd V,^1ue
Forecast - Observed) for Winter 1976-1977
Al-obraic Mo,,ni 1).L:( .CcrC nee
i
S7,1? United States - 2.1 - 1.2 - 1.7 - 5.2	 - 4.3 - 2.9 y
mb T". .l+. LC7. 73	 C.i	 U.Sim --. 1 .7 + 0.7 - 0. 4 - 0.2	 - 0.6 0.4I f
oa:\ •r; ^ 	 ^rt e^:\:L C ;;L i• 0.7 -+•	 1. 4• 	 • i • 0.9 -
	 -2.6 0.7 0.0
r517 o 1) 3 2.6 - 5.8 - 3.1 - 5. 8 	- 2 : 8 4 .0
"ionort,ii-t I I c m i






-	 1. 4• - 1 .'7 1. 3- -	 - -
G•1-or) C: + 1.2 - 0.3 + 1.2 + 0.2	 + 0.1 + 0. 5
^k T \350 - J./V iJ. • ,o d	 Stl..l. -to's - 2 .9 4•.0 - 2 . 0 - 2..2	 - 5. 6
F	 :.1 ( /^.^t^ ^i	 .L 1 G	 l ;;	 lJ	 i) • . 3.7 [^7 . G 2.6 	 = ^..	 1 3.3=
5.0 5.5 3.6 4.2 5.9 4.8
1+;tza	 r - 4.6 - 4.0 -	 3.7. -	 4, . 2	 - 5.9 - 4.4 y
3.0 -- 2.5 -	 2 .4• - 2.9	 - 2 .9 - 2.7
io:►°TH77hii. 3.6 - 3.5 -	 3.4• - 3.5	 - 3.7 - 3.5 °=
r .^1.'oTo -4.5 -3.9 -4.0 -4.2	 - 4-4- -4.2
, G. 500
`	 -







'..t'.	 1' \ + c 	 L:C i C3	 l.:I.
-	
9:1. _	 72 -
_	 77 s
North^^	 +',»e.^°.:LC^t^  In 106 .	 '77 . 115 12; 106
\
1^ i ►;,c> >o - 136 - 14.7 - 107 - 3.4.9	 - 156 139









IIc^ni^. -	 94 91 - -









	 :	 Root-mean-square (rms) Errors an+ l Sl Skill Scores
of Monthly Me= Simulations for Winter of 1976-1977
^f
rms ,,, rors Sl Scores
Uct. Pov. Dec. Jan. l'eb. Oct. Nov. Dec. Jan. I'eb. a
SLP United States 3.5 5.1 4.5 4.3 6.6 95 120 115 156 105
t: rnb %	 .haci_^_ic L U.S. 4.3 7.2 6.8 10.3 8.7 112 140 13 3 156 139
^7or_t i.	 ,it:lerica 6.4 7.1 7.4 8 .9' 7.5 106 114 115 138 91
Bur.one 5.5 8.1 4.4 5.1 7.3 85 125 85 90 108
Tropics 3.3 3.7 2.8 2 .9 4.1 72 69 72 68 70
` or' ,7 ern IIemi s . 5.3 ? . 2 6 . l 7. 2 7.8 9 5 102 90 89 87
Globe 8.5 6.7 7.0 7.4 8.2 88 85 89 84- 83
`	 - `T 850 Ulzi.te Cl.States 3.7 4.4- 3.8 3.3 6.1 48 37 38 36 4.4c ^o C
-L---^-
a^. VacaJ:ic w U.S. 3.7 4-.0 3.4 3. 8 5.3 41 30 34 .42 41
I.1or th	 imcr_ica 6.8 6.7 5.9 6.2 7.1 65 50 58 53 61
." •Ltiiro-r)c 5.5 5.1 4.0 5.7 6.6 61 67 76 93 653.6 3.2 2.9 3.4 . 3.6 75 86 83 98 97
Hort i ern Hemis . 5.1 5.2 5. 5 5.9 5.4- 66 65 67 67 62k*.
Globe 6.8 6.3 6.2 6.5 6.6 61 61 62 64 61
f	 . 30G 500 United S tates 109 115 105 133 149 39 4. 5 38 50
U.S. 106 10^ 102 65 136 45 51 43 65 43 f
d01- •th :imcr. ica 119 1 24- 109 14.6 139 4.1 49 49 65 42 r;
' B'u1?0 p e 157 160 115 160 162 65 76 54 71 46
!l':1,0	 a_cs 85 82 78 86 90 53 71 83 72 102
off - he.r_ n Hemi s . 104 114 112 131 119 52 71 67 67 62 ► 	 `.
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